
5th Lear Conference on the Economics of Competition
Law

JUNE 27-28, 2013

The fifth edition of this international Lear conference will focus on the use

of economics in merger control, and will discuss several recent

developments and their major implications for competition authorities,

companies and their advisers. It will cover a broad range of issues, including

the assessment of unilateral and coordinated effects, the analysis of non-

horizontal mergers, the role played by remedies and the ex-post review of

merger decisions.

 

WilmerHale Partner John Ratliff is a featured speaker at this event, and will

presenting in a panel entitled "Remedies in Mergers."
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Crypto Currently: Crypto Policy Updates
APRIL 4, 2024
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31st Annual Fordham Intellectual Property Law &
Policy Conference

APRIL 4–5, 2024
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CFTC 2023 Year in Review and a Look Forward
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